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Ligases are essential actors in DNA replication, recombination, and
repair by virtue of their ability to seal breaks in the phosphodiester
backbone. Ligation proceeds through a nicked DNA-adenylate
intermediate (AppDNA), which must be sealed quickly to avoid
creating a potentially toxic lesion. Here, we take advantage of
ligase-catalyzed AMP-dependent incision of a single supercoiled
DNA molecule to observe the step of phosphodiester synthesis in
real time. An exponentially distributed number of supercoils was
relaxed per successful incision-resealing event, from which we
deduce the torque-dependent ligation probability per DNA swivel.
Premature dissociation of ligase from nicked DNA-adenylate ac-
counted for �10% of the observed events. The ability of ligase to
form a C-shaped protein clamp around DNA is a key determinant
of ligation probability per turn and the stability of the ligase-
AppDNA intermediate. The estimated rate of phosphodiester syn-
thesis by DNA ligase (400 s�1) is similar to the high rates of
phosphodiester synthesis by replicative DNA polymerases.

DNA ligation � DNA relaxation � magnetic tweezers

The DNA ligases are essential guardians of genome integrity.
They seal 3�-OH/5�-PO4 DNA nicks via three chemical steps

(Fig. 1a): (i) ligase reacts with ATP (or NAD�) to form a covalent
ligase–adenylate intermediate, in which AMP is linked via a
phosphoamide (P–N) bond to N� of a lysine on the enzyme; (ii)
AMP is transferred from the ligase to the 5�-PO4 strand at a nick
to form a DNA–adenylate intermediate (AppDNA); and (iii) ligase
catalyzes attack by the 3�-OH of the nick on AppDNA to form a
phosphodiester bond and release AMP (1). Recent biochemical
and crystallographic studies have illuminated the mechanism of
nucleotidyl transfer, how ligases recognize nicks as ‘‘damaged,’’ and
how protein domain movements and active-site remodeling are
used to choreograph the sequential steps of the ligation pathway (2,
3). In particular, the crystal structures of nick-bound ligases have
revealed a conserved theme whereby ligases envelope the DNA
duplex in a C-shaped protein clamp and elicit changes in DNA
conformation, including bending at the nick and the adoption of
A-form helical structure on the 3�-OH side of the nick (4–6).

Chlorella virus ligase (CVLig) is a minimized (298 aa) pluripotent
exemplar of the ATP-dependent DNA ligase clade. It consists of an
N-terminal nucleotidyltransferase domain and a C-terminal OB-
fold domain. Although lacking the accessory domains found in
cellular ligases, it has an intrinsic nick-sensing function and can
sustain mitotic growth, excision repair, and nonhomologous end
joining in budding yeast when it is the only ligase present in the cell
(7–10). Accordingly, CVLig has proven to be an instructive model
system for mechanistic and structural studies (11–15). For example,
the atomic structure of the CVLig-AMP intermediate bound to
duplex DNA with a 3�-OH/5�-PO4 nick highlighted the key role of
a �-hairpin ‘‘latch’’ module emanating from the OB domain in
forming the C-shaped protein-DNA clamp (6) (Fig. 1b).

The least understood phase of nick sealing is phosphodiester
bond synthesis (step 3 in Fig. 1a). Here, we use CVLig in the context
of single-molecule nanomanipulation to directly analyze the kinet-
ics and DNA dynamics of phosphodiester bond formation by a
ligase–AppDNA complex formed in situ on a linear DNA. Our
single-molecule experiments take advantage of the microscopic
reversibility of step 3 of the ligation reaction, whereby ligase can
catalyze attack of AMP on the DNA phosphodiester backbone to

form a nicked DNA-adenylate. This nicked DNA-adenylate is then
resealed by forward catalysis of step 3 (16). If the starting DNA
substrate is a covalently closed supercoiled DNA, and if ligase
releases the 3�-OH end of the AppDNA nick before executing
forward step 3, the net result is incremental supercoil relaxation.
AMP-dependent DNA supercoil release is a feature of many DNA
ligases, including Escherichia coli LigA (16), T4 DNA ligase (17),
vaccinia virus DNA ligase (18), and (as shown presently) Chlorella
virus DNA ligase. This process is roughly analogous to the reactions
catalyzed by type I DNA topoisomerases (TopI), except that TopI
enzymes do not require AMP but instead use a tyrosine nucleophile
on the enzyme to attack the phosphodiester backbone and form a
covalent protein-linked DNA nick (19). The present single-
molecule studies of DNA ligase provide key insights into nick
sealing, especially the probability of sealing when torque is applied
to a nick, the influence of protein structural elements on the
stability of the ligase–AppDNA intermediate, and the rate of the
chemical step of phosphodiester formation.

Results and Discussion
Ensemble and Single-Molecule Assays of Supercoil Relaxation by DNA
Ligase. Purified recombinant CVLig relaxed negatively supercoiled
plasmid DNA in the presence of 10 mM AMP to generate a mixture
of partially relaxed topoisomers, fully relaxed circles, and nicked
circular products (Fig. 1c). No supercoil relaxation by CVLig was
detected when AMP was omitted (data not shown), indicating that
the observed activity was not attributable to a contaminating
topoisomerase.

In the single-molecule experiments, �100 plectonemic super-
helical turns were introduced into a 22-kb linear duplex DNA held
under constant tension by a magnetic tweezer [see Materials and
Methods, Fig. 1d, and supporting information (SI) Fig. S1a]. Infu-
sion of 6 nM CVLig, 5 mM MgCl2, and 10 mM AMP into the
reaction chamber elicited a stepwise increase in DNA extension
(i.e., the distance from the surface to the magnetic bead) observable
in real time (Fig. 1d), where each step is the result of a single
cleavage-religation cycle. The simultaneous action of two enzymes
has negligible probability because the delay between successive
steps (typically �1 min; Fig. 1d) largely exceeds their duration
(typically �0.1 s; see Fig. 4). The occurrence of successive cleavage/
religation cycles by the same enzyme separated by a short enough
pause that they appear as a single step cannot strictly be excluded,
but is unlikely in view of the low specific activity of the reverse step
3 reaction. Control experiments showed that CVLig required AMP
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to release supercoils in the single-molecule format (Fig. S2a) and
was adept at relaxing either positively or negatively supercoiled
molecules (data not shown). For subsequent experiments, we
routinely used positively supercoiled DNA as it is amenable to
analysis under a wider range of applied forces (Fig. S1b). The key
feature of this assay is that it eliminates the issues of DNA-binding
and prechemical conformational steps, because the DNA extension
length cannot change until the nicked AppDNA complex has been
formed. Therefore, the relaxation assay (described in Materials and
Methods) monitors the fate of the DNA during single steps of
phosphodiester synthesis, with precision and real-time resolution
that cannot be achieved in ensemble measurements. We focused
our attention on the number of supercoils released during each
cycle of AMP-induced incision and AppDNA nick sealing and on
the time required for a single resealing event (related to the step 3
rate constant).

Monitoring Step Sizes Yields the Ligation Probability per Turn. Our
experiments demonstrate that DNA relaxation by CVLig occurs
through distinct steps of nonuniform size (Fig. 2a). Their duration
contains information on the rate of phosphodiester bond synthesis,
as discussed below. The size distribution (analyzed following the
approach described in Materials and Methods) of the ‘‘intermediate
steps’’ (which do not result in the complete removal of plectonemes
from the DNA; Fig. 1d) observed under a force F of 1 pN is plotted
in Fig. 2b. ‘‘Final steps’’ (which do result in the complete removal
of plectonemes from the DNA; Fig. 1d) were excluded, because
their size is necessarily biased by the finite number of plectonemes
present. Moreover, as discussed below, the complete relaxation of
DNA during some of the final steps may result from ligase
dissociation without nick sealing. The intermediate steps of super-

coil relaxation by CVLig displayed an exponential size distribution
at 1 pN (Fig. 2b). Exponential step size distributions had been
observed previously for the relaxation of DNA by TopIB enzymes
(20, 21), which are structurally unrelated to ligases. Such behavior
signifies a DNA swiveling mechanism whereby a nicking-rejoining
enzyme has a finite probability of sealing the break during any given
rotation of the reactive termini past each other (20). The average
step size ��Lk� is thereby inversely related to the probability of
sealing per swivel turn. For CVLig, ��Lk� �10 at F � 1 pN,
calculated by using a maximum-likelihood approach (22): this value
corresponds to a religation probability per turn of �10% and is
higher than the value of 2% observed for vaccinia TopIB at a similar
force. CVLig maintains an exponential distribution of intermediate
step sizes at forces ranging from 0.5 to 3 pN (Fig. S3). ��Lk�
increased with greater applied force (and hence with greater
applied torque; Fig. 2b Inset and Table 1), because the concomitant
faster swiveling of DNA decreases the probability of religation per
swivel turn. This dependence is well fit by simple models (red line
in Fig. 2b Inset; for details see SI Text and Fig. S4).

Observation of Ligase Dissociation from Nicked DNA. Consideration
of the global step size distribution (Fig. 2a) provided an initial clue
to the occurrence of ligase dissociation. According to the proba-
bilistic model of religation, the relaxation of large numbers of
supercoils in one step leading to the complete relaxation of the
DNA molecule should occur with a probability �e�7 �0.1% when
a large n value is defined as being more than seven times the average
relaxation step size at the force considered. However, we observed
that such large final steps occurred with a frequency of �10% for
all of the forces tested (Table 1). This result suggested that large
final steps comprised a distinct population, corresponding to linear
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Fig. 1. CVLig and its AMP-dependent reaction reversal.
(a) Nick sealing by DNA ligase occurs through a reaction
comprisingthreesteps: ligaseadenylylation(step1),DNA
adenylylation (step 2), and phosphodiester synthesis
(step 3). (b) The structure of CVLig bound to a nicked
duplex DNA. The ligase is depicted as a ribbon trace with
the nucleotidyltransferase domain in cyan, the OB do-
main in beige, and the latch in magenta. The DNA is
rendered as a transparent surface over a stick model. The
image highlights the penetration of the latch into the
major grove opposite the nick and the contact between
the latch and the NTase domain that closes the C-shaped
ligase clamp around the DNA. (c) AMP-dependent relax-
ation of plasmid DNA in ensemble measurements. A
reaction mixture (200 �l) containing 20 mM Tris�HCl (pH
8.0),5mMMgCl2,2mMDTT,0.1mg/mlBSA,10mMAMP,
3 �g (1.7 pmol) supercoiled pUC19 DNA, and 1.25 �g (34
pmol) CVLig was incubated at 22°C. Aliquots (20 �l) were
withdrawn at the times indicated and quenched imme-
diately by adjustment to 0.8% SDS and 20 mM EDTA. The
time 0 sample was taken before the addition of ligase.
The quenched reactions were split into two 10-�l ali-
quots,whichwereanalyzed inparallelbyelectrophoresis
through horizontal 1% agarose gels containing Tris-
glycine buffer (Upper) or Tris-glycine buffer and 0.5
�g/ml ethidium bromide (EtBr) (Lower). The gel in Upper
was soaked in a 0.5 �g/ml EtBr solution for 30 min. The
supercoiled (SC), relaxed circle (RC), nicked circle (NC),
and partially relaxed topoisomer forms of the plasmid
DNA are indicated at right. Note that because the plas-
mid has �14 negative supercoils, and the particular aga-
rose gel system does not resolve circular DNAs with �7
negative supercoils (they migrate together as a single
DNA band), the partially relaxed topoisomers formed by
ligase at early reaction times are not apparent, although the nicked circles are. (d) Relaxation of a single positively supercoiled DNA molecule by CVLig in the presence
of Mg2� and AMP observed in real time using magnetic tweezers. The experimental approach is detailed in Materials and Methods. Black indicates raw data; red
indicates binned data (averaged over 100 successive data points). A force of 0.5 pN was used in this experiment. One-hundred rotations were initially mechanically
applied to the molecule, resulting in a highly supercoiled conformation of DNA at t � 0. Afterward, DNA extension increased in steps of various amplitudes as a result
of CVLig activity, until the DNA was completely relaxed (t � 380 s).
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DNA molecules that had been nicked by CVLig, but not immedi-
ately sealed. These are analogous to the nicked circles formed by
CVLig in the ensemble relaxation experiments (Fig. 1c Lower). We
hypothesized that CVLig might dissociate from nicked AppDNA,
in which case the sealing step would require the rebinding of ligase
apoenzyme from solution to the adenylylated nick. Because ligase
apoenzyme is probably a minority species in the presence of 10 mM
AMP, we expected the nicked DNA-adenylates from which ligase
dissociated to have a much longer half-life than the transient
DNA-adenylates that were resealed by CVLig during the interme-
diate relaxation steps.

To test this hypothesis, we performed experiments that measured
the religation time after complete relaxation of DNA, by automat-
ically initiating magnet rotation when a threshold DNA extension
was attained (see Materials and Methods and Fig. S5). Under
constant magnet rotation, the time required to trigger plectoneme
induction reflects the time it takes to seal the nick in the linear DNA
molecule. The retwisting experiments revealed that DNAs that
were relaxed in large final steps typically required several seconds
for resealing (Fig. 2c), in sharp contrast with the intermediate

relaxation steps in which religation occurs in ��0.1 s (see dynamic
analysis below). The occasional dissociation of the enzyme from
nicked DNA-adenylate would neatly explain these observations.
Alternatively, CVLig bound to the nicked DNA-adenylate could
occasionally undergo a conformational change that prevents it from
catalysis of forward step 3. Our finding that the religation time for
large final steps decreased with increased ligase concentration (Fig.
2c) implies that ligase binding is rate-determining and thus favors
the ligase-dissociation model.

Our results explain the presence of nicked circle products in
ensemble assays of AMP-dependent supercoil release by CVLig
(Fig. 1b) and E. coli and vaccinia ligases (16, 18). Whether such
dissociations occur during forward sealing of standard DNA nicks
that are not under superhelical stress depends on which ligase is
being studied. Several ATP-dependent bacterial ligases accumulate
very high levels of AppDNA during nick sealing in the presence of
ATP, reflecting a high probability of dissociation before step 3 (23,
24). Nicked DNA-adenylates are not observed during nick sealing
by vaccinia ligase or CVLig, yet, DNA-adenylate does accumulate
in reactions of vaccinia and CVLig when the position of the reactive
3�-OH moiety is perturbed, either by a single base-mismatch
involving the 3�-OH nucleotide or by a 1-nt gap between the 3�-OH
and 5�-PO4 termini (12, 25). Similarly, T4 DNA ligase accumulates
DNA-adenylate during sealing of nicks that have multiple mis-
matched bases on the 5�-PO4 side of the nick (26). These findings
are highly relevant to our single-molecule study of reverse step 3,
insofar as the observed occasional dissociation of ligase is likely
triggered by the displacement of the 3�-OH that occurs during DNA
swiveling.

Supercoil Relaxation Without Ligase Adenylylation. Lys-27 is the site
of covalent adenylylation in CVLig (13). The K27A mutant of
CVLig (Fig. 3a) cannot form the covalent ligase-adenylate inter-
mediate and hence cannot form DNA-adenylate (Fig. 1a), but
K27A retains the ability to seal a preadenylylated nick (7). Because
K27A cannot accept AMP from AppDNA (reverse step 2), its
capacity to relax supercoils in the presence of AMP, evinced in the
experiment in Fig. 3b, testifies that only reversal of step 3 is required
for supercoil release. Similar results in ensemble relaxation had
been reported for the equivalent lysine-to-alanine mutant of vac-
cinia DNA ligase (18). For most aspects of DNA relaxation in the
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Fig. 2. AnalysisofCVLig ligationprobabilityvia stepsize
analysis. (a) Global distribution of step sizes observed at
F � 1 pN. The step size �Lk, or number n of supercoils
removed, is determined from the magnitude of the DNA
extension length change during each step (Fig. 1d) and
interpolation of this value to a calibration curve of the
DNA length as a function of superhelical turns applied
(Fig. S1). (b) Distribution restricted to intermediate steps.
An exponential fit of the distribution is displayed in red.
(Inset) The dependence of the average step size (and
therefore of the ligation probability per turn) on the
applied force (torque) is shown. Averages and error bars
were computed according to ref. 22. The experimental
results were fit with a model described in SI Text, which
describes linking number dynamics (shown in red). The
optimal fitting parameters were k0/klig � 5 and � � 0.2. (c)
Lifetime of nicked states after large final steps (77 data
points). These additional experiments, described in Ma-
terials and Methods, demonstrate that with a 3 nM ligase
concentration, DNA typically remains nicked for a few
seconds after large final steps [green points; the average
ligation time was 5.7 s 	 1.2 (SEM)]. The lifetime of nicked
states decreased when the ligase concentration was in-
creased to 18 nM [blue points in Inset; 77 data points,
average 1.3 s 	 0.3 (SEM)]. Similar results for the K27A
enzyme are presented in Fig. S5.

Table 1. Characteristics of DNA relaxation by WT CVLig and the
K27A and �latch mutants

Enzyme
Force,

pN
Average step
size 	 SEM

Ligation
probability
per turn, %

Fraction of
dissociation

events

WT 0.5 8.3 	 0.6 12 18/174 (10%)
0.75 10.7 	 1.0 9 13/123 (11%)
1 10.2 	 0.8 10 12/128 (9%)
1.5 11.7 	 1.0 9 10/113 (9%)
2 14.0 	 1.2 7 16/94 (17%)
3 18.6 	 1.5 5 5/60 (8%)

K27A 1 5.4 	 0.4 19 17/204 (8%)
�Latch 1 43 	 16 2 13/25 (52%)

The average step size was determined by using the maximum-likelihood
approach (22). The fraction of dissociation events was defined as the fraction
of steps leading to complete DNA relaxation among those starting from a
configuration characterized by �Lk greater than seven times the average step
size, except for the �latch delete mutant, where steps leading to complete
DNA relaxation among those starting from a configuration with �Lk � 100
were considered (the previous criterion could not be used because of the large
average step size for this mutant).
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single-molecule format, K27A did not differ significantly from the
WT CVLig (Fig. 3c, Table 1, and Fig. S6). However, the average
step size ��Lk� at F � 1 pN was measurably less for K27A (5.4 	
0.4) than for WT CVLig (10.2 	 0.8) (Fig. 3c Inset and Table 1). We
surmise that either a transient reversal of step 2 by WT CVLig or
a conformational switch in the active site that depends on Lys-27
(13) can extend the lifetime of nicked intermediates before nick
sealing, thereby allowing a larger average step size.

Role of the Latch Module and Clamp Formation. It was of particular
interest to explore the role of the CVLig latch module in the
dynamics of phosphodiester synthesis. The latch is disordered in
the ligase apoenzyme (8, 13), but forms a �-hairpin clamp around
the DNA when CVLig engages the nick (6) (Fig. 1b). A �latch
mutant lacking this module (Fig. 3a) has reduced nick sealing
activity in vitro and is inhibited by salt concentrations that have little
impact on WT CVLig, because loss of the latch weakens binding of
CVLig-AMP to nicked DNA (6). The �latch protein can catalyze
AMP-dependent relaxation of supercoiled plasmid DNA, although
with lower specific activity than CVLig or K27A (Fig. 3b). The
salient finding from our single-molecule analysis of �latch was a
sharp increase in the frequency of large final steps that elicit
complete relaxation of the tethered linear DNA (Fig. 3d). This
observation reflects the combination of two factors: (i) a 4-fold
greater average step size for �latch, evinced by ��Lk� � 43 	 16
during intermediate step events (Fig. 3d Inset and Table 1) and (ii)
a higher probability of dissociation of �latch from nicked DNA
adenylate compared with the CVLig and K27A (Fig. 3d and Table
1). These findings attest to the crucial role of the C-shaped protein
clamp in stabilizing the ligase-AppDNA intermediate.

The Rate of Phosphodiester Synthesis. Finally, the single-molecule
analysis provides an otherwise unattainable estimate of the rate of
phosphodiester synthesis during the ligation reaction. CVLig and
many other ligases do not generate detectable levels of the App-
DNA intermediate during a single-turnover nick sealing reaction,
because the rate of phosphodiester synthesis (step 3) is much faster
than the rate of DNA-adenylate formation (step 2). Although step
3 can be studied in isolation by reacting the ligase apoenzyme with
a preadenylylated nicked duplex in the absence of ATP, the
observed rates of single-turnover AppDNA sealing (�0.05 s�1 for
CVLig) are paradoxically much slower than the rate of the com-
posite 3�-OH/5�-PO4 nick sealing reaction (�0.5 s�1 for CVLig)
(12). To explain this oddity, while defending the clearly established
intermediacy of DNA-adenylate, it was postulated that the reaction
of ligase apoenzyme with AppDNA in solution is subject to
rate-limiting binding or conformational steps that do not apply
when AppDNA is formed in situ by ligase-adenylate bound at a nick
(12, 27).

We find here that DNA extension during an intermediate step
triggered by CVLig is typically achieved within 0.1 s at F � 0.5 pN
(Fig. 4a). Because an intermediate plateau in the DNA extension
indicates a complete absence of nicks in the DNA, it follows that the
rate of phosphodiester bond synthesis (klig) exceeds 10 s�1. How-
ever, a quantitative description of DNA extension dynamics during
stepwise relaxation allows us to significantly refine this bound. In
particular, we observed that the dynamics of DNA extension during
ligase-mediated relaxation were very similar to the dynamics of bare
DNA. For instance, �80% of the intermediate steps observed
under F � 0.5 pN were accurately described by the quasistatic
model used in ref. 28 (Fig. 4a and SI Text), which takes into account
the magnetic force, the drag opposing the motion of the bead linked
to DNA, and the tension in the DNA, where for the latter we
assume the equilibrium force-extension relation at the degree of
supercoiling present in the DNA at the end of the relaxation. This
accurate description implies that supercoil removal by CVLig
occurs on faster time scales than DNA extension, as in the case of
enzyme-independent supercoil removal (28). The description of the
dynamics of intermediate steps by this model further implies that
nick sealing occurs at a rate of the order or higher than the
acquisition rate in our experiments, 60 s�1 (Fig. 4a). As this is a
lower bound to even the lowest rates of nick sealing by CVLig,
corresponding the largest �Lk removed (e.g., Fig. 4a, which involves
the removal of �50 supercoils), the average ligation rate klig should
be even higher. Assuming that the ligation time in a single cleavage-
religation event is proportional to the number of supercoils re-
leased, and using ��Lk� � 8.3 at F � 0.5 pN (Fig. 2b), the lower
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mutant exhibits a smaller ��Lk� released than the WT enzyme (5.4 	 0.4 vs.
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distributions for K27A and �latch including final steps are shown and high-
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in a single step, reflecting enzyme dissociation from the nicked AppDNA.
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bound estimate for klig increases (50/8.3�6-fold) to �400 s�1. The
dynamics of final relaxation steps are also described by a quasistatic
model for torsionally relaxed DNA (in �80% of the events ob-
served at F � 0.5 pN; Fig. 4b), which is fully expected given their
attribution to ligase dissociation events, as described above.

Comparison to DNA Topoisomerase. Our work generalizes the
torque-dependent religation mechanism observed for TopIs to a
novel category of enzymes, DNA ligases. However, it is also
noteworthy that certain features of AMP-induced relaxation by
CVLig differ from those of DNA relaxation by TopIB enzymes,
despite the fact that both enzymes engage duplex DNA as a
C-shaped protein clamp (29, 30). As we have seen, the ligase clamp
does not impose observable friction during DNA swiveling, but the
TopIB clamp does (20, 21). Although the ligation probabilities per
swivel turn Plig differ only by a factor of five between CVLig and
TopIB (10% and 2% at F � 1 pN, respectively), differing interac-
tion times Tres between the rotating DNA strands could nonetheless
imply quite different religation rates, because the ligation proba-
bility is equal to the product of the religation rate and the inter-
action time, Plig � kligTres (SI Text). The dynamical analysis de-
scribed above also yields a lower bound (10 s�1) for the rate of
religation by the covalent TopIB-DNA intermediate in a single-
molecule format, which is much slower than the klig � 400 s�1

observed for phosphodiester synthesis by the ligase–AppDNA
complex. However, if the increased friction observed for TopIB is
attributable to the presence of multiple energy barriers, then the
corresponding estimate of Tres (and hence klig) may be less
precise (20).

Analogy to DNA Polymerases. Ligase-mediated synthesis of a 3�-5�
DNA phosphodiester by attack of a DNA 3-OH end on the
activated 5� head group of the AppDNA strand with displacement
of AMP is chemically analogous to phosphodiester synthesis by
DNA polymerase, which entails attack of a primer 3�-OH on a
dNTP with expulsion of pyrophosphate. Indeed, it is remarkable
that the estimated rate of phosphodiester synthesis by CVLig (�400

s�1) is similar to the rates of phosphodiester synthesis by a fast-
moving replicative DNA polymerase (�800 s�1) (31). It is critical
that replicative DNA polymerases avoid dissociating prematurely
from the replication fork; in the same vein, it is desirable that DNA
ligases not dissociate prematurely from the AppDNA intermediate.
Free AppDNA ends would be difficult to reseal directly, given that:
(i) ligases are predominantly in the adenylylated state at physio-
logical ATP concentrations; and (ii) ligase-adenylate can neither
seal nor deadenylate an AppDNA terminus. Our studies show that
the DNA clamp-forming latch module of CVLig helps stabilize the
ligase-AppDNA intermediate. Nonetheless, the WT ligase does
dissociate prematurely in a minority of events when the DNA is
driven to swivel about the nick. Although it is not known how often
ligase acts as a relaxing enzyme in living cells, mechanisms do exist
to deal with nicked DNA-adenylates when they arise. Eukarya
resolve this roadblock to DNA repair via the action of aprataxin, an
enzyme that specifically hydrolyzes the AMP from AppDNA to
restore a ligatable 5�-PO4 end (32).

Materials and Methods
Ligase Purification. Large-scale purifications of WT CVLig and the K27A mutant
from soluble bacterial lysates were performed as described (6). Small-scale puri-
fications of WT CVLig, K27A, and the �latch mutant from lysates of 100-ml
cultures of isopropyl �-D-thiogalactoside-induced E. coli BL21(DE3)/pET-
His10-CVLig cells were achieved by sequential Ni-agarose and phosphocellulose
chromatography steps. Protein concentrations were determined by using the
BioRad dye reagent with BSA as a standard. The polypeptide compositions of the
ligase preparations were analyzed by SDS/PAGE (Fig. 3a).

Magnetic Tweezers Experimental Configuration. Magnetic tweezers used a pair
of magnets to control both the tension and the linking number of a single linear
dsDNA molecule anchored to a functionalized glass surface on one side and
attached to a magnetic bead on the other side (Fig. S1a). The upward magnetic
stretching force F applied to the DNA was generated by means of a pair of
magnets positioned above the sample. The amplitude of F was modified by the
vertical translation of the magnets. The linking number of the molecule was
controlled by the rotation of the magnets about the z axis. The 3D position of the
bead was tracked in real time at 60 Hz. In particular, the vertical position z of the
bead (i.e., the end-to-end DNA extension) was determined from the analysis of its
diffraction pattern, with an accuracy of �10 nm. Additionally, beads fixed to the
glass surface were used as references to correct for mechanical drift. The DNA
constructs used in the magnetic tweezers were prepared by ligating both ends of
20.7-kb DNA molecules to 0.6-kb-long PCR fragments containing multiple biotin
and digoxigenin groups, respectively. The DNA molecules were then incubated
with streptavidin-functionalized magnetic beads (Myone; Dynal). Experiments
were performed in flow cells functionalized with polystyrene [1% (wt/vol)
in toluene], antidigoxigenin (50 �g/ml in PBS), and finally polyglutamic acid
(10 mg/ml in PBS), where the latter step reduced nonspecific interactions.

Calibrations Performed in the Magnetic Tweezers. Calibrations were performed
for each magnetically captured DNA-tethered bead (DNA-bead) in relaxation
assay buffer before performing the experiments involving ligase. These calibra-
tions ensure that: (i) The magnetic bead under study is connected to the surface
viaasingle,unnickedDNAmolecule; (ii)potentialoffsetsof�Lkarecorrected; (iii)
the dependence of the force F on the vertical position of the magnets is precisely
determined; (iv) the contour length and the persistence length of the molecule
under study are known; (v) the sizes of plectonemes formed under various forces
are determined; and (vi) the dynamic analysis of intermediate steps in the single-
molecule relaxation assay can be performed.

Calibrations i and ii were achieved by investigating the response of the
DNA-bead under study when magnets were rotated. An asymmetrical response
to magnet rotation under forces of �1 pN, like the one displayed in Fig. S1b,
constitutes a signature of the attachment of a single coilable DNA molecule
between the bead and the surface and contrasts with the symmetrical response
observed when two or more DNA molecules are attached between the surface
and the magnetic bead wrap around each other (33, 34). Additionally, the
symmetrical rotation observed at lower forces (the example of 0.5 pN is displayed
in Fig. S1b) allows for the precise determination of the number of magnet
rotations corresponding to �Lk � 0. Calibrations iii and iv were achieved by
recording the Brownian motion of the bead for various vertical positions of the
magnet pair. The force F for each of these positions was deduced from
the analysis of the lateral fluctuations of the bead. Then, the dependence of the
molecule average extension on force was fitted to the worm-like-chain model,

b

a

Fig. 4. Rate of CVLig phosphodiester synthesis probed via supercoil relax-
ation dynamics. Both examples shown are representative traces obtained at
F � 0.5 pN. (a) Analysis of a large step leading to incomplete DNA relaxation
(�Lk � �30 at the end of the step). The dynamics resulting from the quasistatic
model for supercoiled DNA (using the force-extension behavior measured at
�Lk � �30) are shown in red for comparison. (b) Analysis of a large step
leading to complete DNA relaxation. The experimental results are shown in
black. The dynamics resulting from the quasistatic model for torsionally
relaxed DNA are shown in red. The quasistatic model was accurate for �80%
of the traces, both for intermediate and final steps.
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which gives access to its contour and persistence lengths. Calibration v was
realized by measuring the DNA extension (averaged over 512 successive frames)
at a given force for various values of �Lk. The linear dependence of this extension
with �Lk in the plectonemic regime (Fig. S1b) allows for the subsequent conver-
sion between DNA extension and �Lk in the analysis of relaxation experiments.
Finally, calibration vi was performed to permit the dynamic analysis of interme-
diate steps. This calibration recorded the force-extension behavior of DNA for a
large number of �Lk values. (Fig. S1c).

Relaxation Assays in the Magnetic Tweezers. Unless otherwise noted, the buffer
used for the DNA relaxation assays in the single-molecule experiments included
20mMTris (pH7.8),5mMMgCl2,2mMDTT,0.1mg/mlBSA,and10mMAMP.This
buffer was passed through a 0.22-�m filter unit before use. WT and K27A
enzymes were used at 6 nM and the �latch mutant was used at 12 nM. Experi-
ments started by inducing positive plectonemes along DNA via magnet rotation.
Enzymes were regularly reflushed at the same concentration to avoid a drop in
activity. No activity was observed in negative controls lacking either AMP, CVLig,
or magnesium (Fig. S2a), indicating that the stepwise reaction observed when all
these components are present is attributable to AMP- and magnesium-
dependent DNA relaxation by CVLig. In the context of the study of DNA relax-
ation induced by CVLig, it is important to verify that the stepwise behavior is
caused by successive nicking/religation events induced by the enzyme rather than
by other factors, in particular by sticking/unsticking of DNA fragments to the
surface(possibly inducedbythepresenceofproteinsalongDNA).Experimentally,
the occurrence of this problem can be addressed by monitoring the response of
a supercoiled DNA molecule to a rapid translation of the magnets inducing a
large modification of the force applied to the molecule. Relaxation experiments
were performed only while the DNA molecule under study exhibited a fast,
step-free response such as the one represented in Fig. S2b.

Measurement of the Lifetime of Nicked States After Large Final Steps. We
describe how one can measure the time during which DNA remains nicked after
a largefinal step.Thismeasurementwasaccomplishedbyexploitingthedifferent
response of nicked and supercoiled DNA molecules to magnet rotation. In our
experiments, we triggered continuous magnet rotation when relaxation of su-
percoiled DNA resulted in an extension above a given threshold. Rotation was
continued until the DNA extension was again reduced to values below the

threshold as a consequence of supercoil induction (Fig. S5). Final steps can be
identified as events that temporarily increase the DNA extension to that of
relaxed level. As example, the event presented in Fig. S5a meets this criterion. A
low threshold was used to ensure the selection of large final steps (horizontal
green lines in Fig. S5). For such events, continuous magnet rotation after DNA
relaxation systematically results in a plateau in the DNA extension, the duration
of which ranges from �2 s to several tens of seconds. The times tnick and tsealing,
corresponding to the successive creation and sealing of a nick by CVLig, are
deduced from these traces. tnick is easily determined, because it coincides with a
sudden increase of DNA extension. Twisting an initially relaxed DNA molecule
does not affect its extension until the buckling transition is reached; thus, a
‘‘buckling time’’ tbuckling (typically 2 s under a 1-pN force with magnets rotating at
20 Hz) has to be substracted from the time at which the plateau ends to get a
reliable estimation of tsealing (35). We define tligation, the lifetime of the nicked
intermediates in the ligation reaction, as tligation � tsealing � tbuckling � tnick.

Step-Fitting Procedure. Experimental traces were analyzed by using the step-
finding algorithm developed by Kerssemakers et al. (36), which assumes a
Gaussian-distributed noise but makes no a priori assumptions regarding either
thestepsizeorthedwell time.Theresultswerecomparedwithaseparatedfitting
routine based on the computation of the standard deviation of the DNA exten-
sion over a user-defined time range around each data point. Both algorithms
yielded very similar distributions, demonstrating that these distributions were
not influenced by the particular step-fitting routine used. Final steps were not
included in the distribution to determine the average step size as they introduce
artifacts.Tocorrectfortheresultingselectionbias inthedistribution,amaximum-
likelihood approach was used (22).
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